Fact Sheet

HP Security Information and Event
Management Services
Automated management of security events
Overview
Cyberattacks have become common occurrences, and grow more
complex each day. As a result, organizations need to collect and filter
vast amounts of potentially harmful data across networks, servers, and
other devices, as well as comply with security policies and regulations.
HP Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) services automate
the filtering and management of security events, enabling organizations
to identify and protect against threats to enterprise systems and services
instantly. These services are supported by incident management
processes that provide detailed analysis enabling clients to make
informed security decisions and control enterprise risk exposure.
Leveraging advanced SIEM technologies from ArcSight, an HP company,
that include the newly announced HP ArcSight Express 3.0, HP SIEM
services collect and log security-relevant events to provide a unified view
of security activity across the enterprise. Within milliseconds, the data is
sorted and filtered to identify and prevent security breaches, while
predefined reports are generated to demonstrate compliance with
policies and regulations.
HP SIEM services offer clients a comprehensive range of automated
security event management capabilities as a multitenant service. Client
benefits include:
— Improved reporting accuracy through compilation of enterprise-wide
security-relevant system logs as well as storage, archival, backup,
retrieval and maintenance with the Log Collection and Storage service;
— Enhanced data backup with the Extended Data Retention service, an
add-on option that provides up to seven years of security events
archiving;
— Reduced risks with the Log Analysis and Reporting service, an add-on
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option that identifies system-critical security data and automates data
analysis. This service includes integrated security status and
compliance reporting to help meet regulatory mandates and industry
standards.
— Rapid identification of priority security threats with the Monitoring and
Alert service, an add-on option that indicates which threats to
investigate based upon predefined thresholds.
Availability
HP Security Information and Event Management services will be available
worldwide in October 2011.
More information about HP Enterprise and Security Services can be found
at www.hp.com/enterprise/security.
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